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Tia Blake And Her Folk-Group - Folksongs And Ballads (1971/2011)

  

    01. Betty and Dupree  02. Black Is the Color  03. Wish I Was a Single Girl Again  04. I Am a
Man of Constant Sorrow  05. Jane Jane  06. Lost Jimmi Whalen  07. The Rising of the Moon 
08. Hangman  09. Turtle Dove  10. Plastic Jesus  11. Polly Vaughn  12. My Father Is a Lonely
Man [CBC Recording] — (previously unreleased)  13. Yellow Hair [CBC Recording] —
(previously unreleased)  14. Country Boy [CBC Recording] — (previously unreleased)  15. Betty
& Dupree [Rehearsal] — (previously unreleased)  16. Hangman [Rehearsal] — (previously
unreleased)  17. White Bird [Rehearsal] — (previously unreleased)  18. take) Wish I Was a
Single Girl Again [Rehersal Take 1] — (previously unreleased)  19. take) Wish I Was a Single
Girl Again [Rehersal Take 2] — (previously unreleased)    Tia Blake – guitar, vocals  Sydney
Aufrere – flute  Bernard Vandame, François Brigot – guitar, vocals  Eric Kristy – guitar  Gilbert
Caranhac - resonator guitar [Dobro]  Michel Sada – guitar solo    

 

  

Folksongs & Ballads is the only document of Tia Blake's short-lived stint as a folk performer. In
1970, Blake was an American teenager living in Paris who stumbled into a recording contract
that resulted in a single LP of 11 public domain folk compositions. There was only one live
performance in Paris to promote the album's release, and the next summer Blake left France,
never to return and never to record or perform publicly again. California reissue label Water
extends the original album with some rehearsal tapes, as well as three songs from 1976
recorded by the Canadian Broadcasting Company but never used, representing just about
every song the artist ever put to tape in her time. With minimal orchestration of two guitars,
Blake's darkly powerful voice, and the occasional flute or dobro flourish, these traditional songs
are rendered either gorgeously wistful -- as on the breezy "Wish I Was a Single Girl Again" or
the trucker's anthem "Plastic Jesus" -- or crushingly sad. Swinging between these extremes, the
album finds a quiet gracefulness that bests some of the most successful folk albums of its time.
As Blake winds her smoky voice around delicate standards, one is reminded of folkstress Karen
Dalton's second album In My Own Time and its dour take on familiar popular tunes, or even
ESP artist Patty Waters' fractured lens on folk dirges. The album exists in the same insular
headspace as Dylan's earliest albums, and while far less extroverted and rambling than those
albums (or any of the big-name folk artists that would define the genre in popular memory)
Blake cultivates a world of fragile intricacy that is by turns weighty and carefree. This collection
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definitely falls into the "lost classic" category, predicting the less freaky side of freak folk
songwriters like Josephine Foster, MV & EE, or Devendra Banhart decades in advance, while
existing in a lush stillness all its own. ---Fred Thomas, AllMusic Review
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